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Abstract-A family of nonlinear multistep (NLMS) methods is formulated to be A-stable in the sense of 
Dahlquist. These methods are a generalization of linear multistep methods and are particularly effective for 
solving differential equations whose solutions are asymptotically stable. NLMS methods have been applied 
to several ‘stiff’ differential equations whose solutions are illustrated. An analysis of step size choice is 
given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Classical numerical methods solve initial value problems of systems of first-order ordinary 
differential equations of the following type 
Y’ =f(f, Yk Y(h) = yo. (1) 
If llaflayll is large, a prohibitively small step size is required for accuracy if conventional 
numerical methods are used. To overcome this difficulty, we choose to express (1) in the form 
~‘=Ay+g(t,y); y(to)=yo. (2) 
where A is a constant matrix. 
Frequently, ‘stiff’ differential equations occur in format (2) where Re {A(A)} <O and A(A), 
the eigenvalues of A, differ greatly in magnitude. These stiff equations occur in the applications 
to chemical kinetics, reactor kinetics, missile guidance, control theory, etc. It should be noted 
that the method given here works well even when Re {A(A)} 2 0 [I]. In this paper a family of 
strongly stable nonlinear multistep (NLMS) methods that avoid using small step sizes are 
formulated. 
NLMS methods are formulated to be consistent and selected to be strongly stable. As a 
consequence, NLMS methods are convergent (as proved in [l]). The consistency and strong 
stability will show up in the formulation. These methods are A-stable in the sense of 
Dahlquist[2] (shown in Section 2). NLMS methods are designed to avoid the use of small step 
sizes, and an illustration will be given in Section 3. The validity of NLMS methods is 
demonstrated by examples given in Section 5. These examples are solved by a package of 
FORTRAN programs, developed to implement NLMS methods, using the UNIVAC 1108 
computer with double precision arithmetic. This package includes: 
(1) a variable step size capability using predictor-corrector methods, 
(2) self-starting features, 
(3) an ability to handle A(t), a time dependent matrix, 
(4) Linear Multistep methods.(LMS). 
*Partly taken from the first author’s Ph.D. dissertation submitted to the Mathematics Department of Polytechnic 
Institute of New York (1974). 
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A listing of this package in ANSI FORTRAN is available upon request directly from the 
authors. The complete theory of NLMS methods appears in [l]. 
2. FORMULATION 
The linear multistep (LMS) methods of step k [5] can be expressed by 
(3) 
where (Yk Z 0, ~UO[ + l&l > 0, ai, pi are scalar constants independent of mesh size h. LMS can 
solve (I) efficiently when llaflayll is small. A natural generalization of (3) leads to the NLMS 
methods of step k in the form 
Ah’k-i)yn+i = h 9 4ki(Ah)g,+i 
i=O 
(4) 
where ak # 0, la.01 + [A(&o(Ah))( > 0, and oi are scalar constants independent of h. but 4ki(Ah) 
are functions of h and nonsingular A. Note that this generalization leads to a formulation which 
depends nonlinearly on the mesh size h. As a consequence, we have labelled the method 
‘Nonlinear Multistep’. Others have called members of our family of methods as ‘Exponential 
Methods’[3]. (The generalized Adams-Bashforth (GAB) and the generalized Adams-Moulton 
(GAM) methods for k = 1, 2 are suggested by CertaineM), 
The NLMS methods are designed to solve (2) effectively when llaflayll = I(A + (dg/ay)JI is 
large. 
We begin by considering a homogeneous equation (2), i.e. g(t, y) = 0. Hence (2) can be 
written as 
The solution of (2’) is 
Consequently, 
Y’=AY; Y(~o)=Yo. 
y(t) = eAWO). 
y(tfl+i) = eiAhy(t.) 
(2’) 
(5) 
is the rigorous solution of (2’) in the absence of round-off errors where i = 0, 1, 2,. . . , an 
integer index and h = L+~ - tn. If (4) is to hold when y(t,+i) = eiAhy(t,), then substituting (5) into 
(4) gives 
Ah(k-i) eiAhy(t,) = eA"“y(t,) 9 ai+ 
i==O 
(6) 
For y(t.) # 0 and (6) to be zero, we discover that ii0 ai must be 0. This is identical to the first 
necessary condition for LMS to be consistent. The characteristic polynomial, following 
Henrici[5] and Dahlquist[2], for LMS methods is expressed by 
/J(l) = go ail'- 
The above condition is recognized to give p( 1) = 0. The stability of LMS methods is determined 
by examining the roots of p(l). Formula (6) can be written alternatively as 
(8) 
which is seen to be proportional to p(l) of LMS methods. It is easily seen that (8) and (7) share 
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the same root condition. Later we shall describe that in order to simply determine 4ki(Ah), we 
may select ai. Therefore we may select strongly stable NLMS methods. 
Dahlquist [2] defined a method to be A-stable if the numerical solution \)yn]]+O asymp- 
totically as n +a~ for the differential equation y’= Ay where Re {A(A)} CO. A-stability is an 
important and desirable property when solving asymptotically stable stiff differential equations. 
When applying NLMS methods to the problem, y’ = Ay that is g(t, y) = 0, NLMS methods, in 
the absence of round-off errors, and errors of the exponential approximation, produce the 
solution to the problem, yn = eArmy = enAhyO. 
We calculate enAh by Pade approximation. For Re {A(A)} < 0, the Pade approximation is 
stable[61. Thus it follows that iiF= ]]y.J]+O, establishing the A-stability in the sense of Dahlquist. 
The NLMS is best motivated by considering the first integral of (2), via an integrating factor. 
for A a constant matrix, 
$(e-“5) = eeA’g(t, y); y(to) = yo. (9) 
Integration of (9) over the interval [fn. fn+i] gives 
Expanding (t’, y) by Taylor series expansion around t, and substituting it into (IO). we obtain 
where 
y(h+i) = eiAhy(t,) + 2 yg”)(tn, y(tn)), 
j=O 
(11) 
Z/(Ah) = ly+‘e A%+,-f’)(r’ _ t,)j dt’. 
We define the nonlinear multistep operator 
L[y(t); h] = 2 ai eAh”+ y(t 
i=O 
+ ih)- h go &i(Ah)g(t + ih, y(t + ih)). 
Expanding (t + ih, y) in powers of h at t = t, yields 
g(t + ih, y) = 2 w)‘g”)(t 
i=o j! 
y(t )) n, n. 
If we substitute (13) into (12), and use (11) for y(t + ih) in (12), we obtain 
L[y(t); h] = to Q; eAhckmi)[ eiAhy + 2 yg’)] - h 2 &ki(Ah)[ 2 vg’j)] 
j=O s i=o j=O 1. 
= 2 (Yi eAhckei) eiAhy} + 8 C!j(Ah)g”’ 
where 
Cj(&) = & cyi eAhckei)[ y] - h 2 (ih)‘dki(Ah). 
i=o J! (15) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
{.} of (14) = eAhk i aiy vanishes because the first condition of consistency requires that the 
i=o 
summation of ai taken from i = O-k equal 0. Therefore; 
Lb’(f); hl= so Cj(Ah)g”‘. (16) 
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Following Keiler[71 a NLMS method of (4) is said to be consistent if
II 
k 
m,ax C CZi eAk’k-i’yn+i - 
i=O 
h 2 &i(Ah)g.+ili 
is small as h -0. 
By induction, we can find that 
Therefore, (15) becomes 
A”‘Z/(Ah) ’ (iAh)’ 
j! 
= eiAh _ x 
,=o I! . 
’ (iAh)’ (Ah)‘+’ ’ 
-Ai”Cj(Ah)=$ooi eAk”-i’~o~++ j! z (ih%i(Ah). (18) 
(17) 
For a pth-order NLMS method, we require that Cj(Ah) = 0 for j = 0, 1,. . . , p but C,+,(Ah) # 0. 
The requirement, Cj(Ah) = 0, j = 0, 1 , . . . , p, satisfies consistency and permits formulating 
NLMS methods in the following matrix form, leading to the solution of 4 when the qi are 
selected so that NLMS methods are strongly stable. 
EJ,= - HKt$ (19) 
where E, JI, H, K and 6 are described for both explicit and implicit methods. The expanded 
matrix forms for both explicit and implicit methods are described as follows. 
Explicit: &k = 0. 
I+Ah ... 
0 
(Ah)* 
T. =- 
... 
I+Ah ... 
I 
I+kAh 
f: (kAh)” 
mdJ m! 
-Ah 
o! 
=- 
-0 
I I 
(Ah 1” 
(P - l)! 
- 
a0e 
kAk ’ 
QI e (k-I)Ak 
akI 
(Ah 
l! . . 
(Ah)P+’ 
P! _ 
I I . . I 
0 I . . (k - I)1 
. . 
. . 
0 I . . (k - I)p-‘l 
l- 
CbkO 
cbkl 
(bk.k- 
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We determine &(Ah), without loss of generality, by selecting (Yk = 1 and then, requiring 
that the condition of strong stability be realized in selecting ai’S. If we select ok = 1, (Yk_, = - 1, 
and &_.? = (Yk-3 = . . . = a0 = 0. then we arrive at what we have called the Generalized Adams 
methods. The 4ki(Ah) are determined utilizing the above matrix formula, which can be 
considered as a matrix equation for the k-step, pth-order method (k 2 1, p 2 1). Below we show 
that 4ki(Ah) can be determined by listing the formula for the remaining &ki(Ah)‘S. From (19) for 
nonsingular H and K, we get 
C$ = - K-‘H-‘EJI, (20) 
where C#J is a vector of dimension (k - 1) or k depending upon whether the scheme is explicit or 
implicit. 
Explicit schemes 
k=p=l. 
cb I.o(Ah) = - (Ah )-‘(a0 eAh + I). 
k=p=2. 
4z.a(Ahj = - (Ah)-‘(ao(Ah - I) e 2Ah -ale Ak -(I + Ah)). 
4z.,(Ah) = - (Ahj-2(ao e 2Ah + (Y ,(I + Ah) eAh + (I + 2Ah)). 
k=p=3, 
43.0(Ahj = - (Ah)-‘[ao(Z - 3Ah/2+ (Ah)2) e3Ah + a,(1 -Ah/2) eZA” 
+ az(Z + Ah/2) eAh + Z + 3Ah/2 + (Ah)‘]. 
43.1(Ahj = - (Ahj-3[-2ao(Z -Ah) e 3Ah + Q ,(- 2Z+ (Ah)2) e2Ah - 2az(Z + Ah) eAh 
- (2Z+ 4Ah + 3(Ah)2)]. 
&(Ah) = - (Ah)-3[ao(Z - Ah/2) e3Ah + a,(Z + Ah/2j eZAh + a2(Z + 3Ah/2 + (Ahj2) eAh 
+ (I + 5Ah/2 + 3(Ahj2j]. 
Implicit schemes 
k=p=l, 
4,.o(Ah) = - (Ahje2(ao(Ah - I) e Ah - I). 
4,,,(Ah) = - (Ah)-‘(aoeAh + (I + Ah)). 
k=p=2, 
4z.o(Ah) = - (Ah)-3[ao(Z - 3Ah/2 + (Ah)2) e2Ah + a,(Z - Ah/2) eAh + (I + Ah/2)]. 
42.,(Ah) = - (Ah)-3[oo(-2Z+ 2Ah) eZAh + a,(-21 +(Ah)2)eAh -2(Z + Ah)]. 
&(Ah) = - (AhY3[ao(Z -Ah/2) e 2Ah + a,(Z + Ah/2) eAh + (I + 3Ah/2 + (Ah)‘)]. 
k=p=3, 
&.o(Ah) = - (Ah)-4[ao(- Z + 2Ah - 1 1(Ah)2/6 + (Ahj3) e3Ah + a,(- Z + Ah - (Ah)2/3) ezAh 
+ a?(- Z + (Ah)2/6) eAh + (-I - Ah - (Ah)2/3)]. 
4x.dAh) = - (Ah)-4[(ro(3Z - 5Ah + 3(Ahj2j e3Ah + a,(31 - 2Ah - (Ah)‘/2 + (Ah)3) e2Ah 
+ a~(31 + Ah - (Ahj2j eAh + (31+4Ah + 3(Ah)2/2)]. 
4dAh I= - (Ah Y4[(uo(- 3Z+ 4Ah - 3(Ah )2/2) e3Ah + Q ,(- 3Z+ Ah + (Ah)2) eZAh 
+ ar(- 3Z- 2Ah + (Ah)2/2 + (Ah)3) eAh + (- 3Z- 5Ah - 3(Ah)2)]. 
43.3(Ahj = - (Ahjm4[ao(Z - Ah + (Ah)2/3j e3Ah + u,(Z - (Ah)2/6) ezAh 
+ cuz(Z +Ah + (Ah)2/3) eAh + (I + 2Ah + 1 1(Ah)2/6+ (Ah)3)]. 
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3. SELECTION OF STEP SIZE 
Conventionally, when using LMS k-step methods with (Yk = 1, we select h such that 
&h!,* - p (< 1). 
Similarly for NLMS methods, we select hi to satisfy 
k#‘kk(Ah)Ihd - ~ (< 1). 
If we combine them together, we see that hN = Il~~‘(AhN)(IPI,(L*/L)h. For I(&&‘%)(I& not 
too small, we know that L* %- L; therefore hN 9 h, where L* and L are Il~f/ayll and @g/ay(l 
respectively. In the case, g(t, y) is independent of y, and slowly varying with t, NLMS permits 
the use of a large step size. In practice, one may be further constrained by the approximation of
eAh. 
Let us consider the following example: 
Y ’ = - looy + (1 + 2); y(0) = 1; t E [O, loo]. 
Using LMS methods for k = 3, we select h such that 
&h( 100) C 1 + h < 0.027. 
Using NLMS methods of k = 3 we select hN such that 
Since llag/ayII = 0 we can select hN of any size. In the results below, we arbitrarily choose hi = 25 
and record the solutions at t = 100. This method can reach t = 100 in one step, whereas 
conventional LMS methods would require -25,000 steps for equivalent accuracy. 
Methods h Solution 
LMS 2-R 0.999 0002E + 02 
NLMS 25 0.9999 0002E+O2 
Exact 0.9999 0002E + 02 
4. IMPLEMENTATION OF NLMS METHODS 
A package of computer programs was originally designed using the FORTRAN language to 
implement NLMS methods on the UNIVAC 1108 computer. The same package was made 
operational on the IBM 360 and CDC 6600 computers in ANSI FORTRAN language. There are 
a number of useful features incorporated into the package; namely, variable step size, 
self-starting, selection of characteristic polynomial coefficients, A is a function of t, predict- 
and-correct-m-times, and the inclusion of linear multistep (LMS) methods. Detailed descrip- 
tions of this computer package have been documented in [8], copies of this reference can be 
obtained irectly from the authors upon request. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
5.1 A reactor kinetics problem [9] 
The infinite-medium reactor kinetic equations, in standard form, with m delayed neutron 
groups can be expressed as 
z- dn__!yn+~*iC,: j=l,...,m ~=+c, i=l 
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where pi = the fraction of the total number of fission neutrons belonging to the ith group 
precursor which are delayed; /3 = the fraction of the fission neutron which are delayed; 
I= neutron generation time (s); Ai = decay constant for the ith group precursor; n = neutron 
density; C’i = the concentration of the ilh precursor; and SK = a constant for a reactor with a 
constant excess of reactivity. 
Consider a single delayed neutron group, we have 
dn 
Z 
-- [I[ 
=-P A; 
I 
dCi = & _A 
dt 1 [ 
n 
c 
Using the initial condition, (n(O), C,(O))’ = (1, - l)T, and the input values 
p = 0.0075; A, = 0.075; 1 = lo+; 
/3, = 0.0075; 6K = 1.0075; 
the exact solution vector, y(t) = (n(t), C,(t))‘, has the values 
y(2) = (-0.64141073 - 07, -0.85521424- 00)7, 
y(5)= (-0.513041!90-07, -0.68405581 -OO)T, 
y(lO)= (-0.35360130-07, -0.47146837-OO)? 
We note that this system is extremely stiff since the eigenvalues of A are - ld and -0.0744375. 
Using fixed-step-size (h = l), explicit NLM-l-step method, numerical results show: 
1 nw C,(t) Solution 
2 
-0.64141073-07 -0.85521424-M) NILMS 
-0.64141073 - 07 -0.85521424-00 Exact 
5 -0.51304190-07 -0.68405581- 00 NLMS 
-0.51304190-07 -0.68405581-00 Exact 
IO -0.35360130-07 -0.47146837-00 NLMS 
-0.35360130 - 7 -0.47146837 - 00 Exact 
5.2 A sri# system 
The following example was proposed by Krogh[ lo] and solved by stiffly stable methods [ 111. 
This test example is not well-posed in the large; errors greater than 10V3 near equilibrium can 
cause the perturbed solution to be unbounded. An explicit NLM-l-step method was used with a 
fixed step size h = 10T3 for t < 1 and h = 10e2 for 1 S t s 10 and h = 0.1 for t > 10. We tabulate 
our experimental results at the same step sizes that Gear used. 
Problem: y’= Uz-Buy; y(0)=(-l,-l,-l,-l)T 
where 
and _ 
2 = (w,2, wz2, w3Z, w.$2)T = vy; 
B = diag (PI, Pz, P,, P4); 
p~=looO, #2=8OO, /33=-10, /34=0.001. 
The exact solution is: y(r) = V(s,, s2, s3, s~)~; 
Pi 
Si=l-(l+pi)eW’ i = 1,2.3,4. 
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Numerical results show: 
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Current Max Matrix Max 
time f step size inversions error 
I IO-' 1 0.501oD4 
IO IO-' 2 0.1475D-4 
100 IO-’ 3 0.2302D-5 
500 lo- ’ 3 0.1628D-6 
loo0 10-l 3 0.701 ID-7 
Since only 3 different step sizes are used, it is to be noted that a total of 3 matrix inversions and 
3 matrix exponentials are needed. To reach t = 1000 NLMS required 1.09~ lo6 steps whereas 
Gear [1 I] indicates it would have taken 1.5 x lo6 steps. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
Numerical results show the effectiveness and the validity of NLMS methods for solving 
initial value problems of stiff equations of the form y’ = Ay + g(t, y). 
When A is a function of t, the following approach may be used. Decompose 
Y’ = AMy + g(t Y) 
such that 
y’ = A(ti)y + {A(t) - A(ti)IY + g(h Y) 
so the NLMS methods can be applied. Since above equation is stiff, Re {h(A(t))} < 0 for all r. If 
IIA(t) - A(ti)(l can be maintained small enough, the above problem can be solved accurately. 
To illustrate the above approach, we consider 
Y ‘=r(l-y)+(l-r)e-‘; y(O)= 1 
which can be rewritten as 
Y ‘=-ry+{r+(l-r)e-‘}; y(o)= 1. 
The exact solution is given by y = e-‘*“- e-’ + 1. Evidently, the A matrix reduces to a scalar 
function of r and the g(r, y) after the decomposition becomes {r + (1 - r) e-l}. This problem is a 
severe test of a method’s ability to handle equations that cause stability problems [ lo]. Using 
variable-step-size NLM3-step methods with initial h = 0.01 and h,., is set equal to 0.1 gives 
the following results. 
o.IOtK&JO+of 
YU) 
0.12386512-Ol* 
0.32386512-01~ 
0.1lkmomXI+02 0.99!@546B+oo 
0.99995460+00 
0.50005@m + 02 0.1ooooooo+01 
o.lOOaJrmO+ol 
*Produced by NLM-)-step methods. 
tExact solution. 
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